• IMPORTANT DEADLINES AND DATES
The next two weeks are going to be busy ones for the Department of Architecture. Here are some important dates and deadlines coming up:

April 10: All-department NAAB Visit Briefing meeting in Dana 201 at 12:30. We will discuss the team visit schedule, expectations during the visit, and answer your questions about NAAB accreditation.

April 11: “Sketch for Cash” submissions due to Mike Crosbie or Anne Marie Cirullo (you can put sketch submissions in Mike’s box in the copy room if he is not in his office). Submissions are due by the end of April 11 (11:59:59 PM). Cash prizes of $100, $50, and $25.

April 13: Reception for “Tabula Rasa” AIAS exhibit of student work in the hallway outside the Department of Architecture offices, 5:30 - 8:30 PM. For more information check the website (http://www.aias7ase.org/).

April 16-17: NAAB team day-and-a-half visit (details discussed at NAAB Visit Briefing on April 11).

April 18: Student work reviews for students applying for the Fall ’07 SIT studios. Please bring your work for review to the North Studio between 5:00 and 7:00 PM.

April 19: Lecture by Kent Bloomer, architect and designer, Yale University, on “The Picture Window,” at 7:00 PM in Wilde Auditorium.

• COMPUTER LAB POLICY
Computer mice have been disappearing from the computer lab, which has partly been due to the lab being left wide open without a lab monitor. Please note that the lab is open with a monitor during posted hours, and is available for individual use without a monitor by special request by a student of a faculty member. When open without a monitor, students using the lab must close the door when they complete their work in the lab. They should not “hand-off” the lab to another student who has not requested to use it from a faculty member. Mice continuing to disappear (or any other theft in the computer lab) will lead to the lab being open only during posted hours (and no one wants that).